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Can you tell
what job these
people do by
their clothes?

Europe
Renaissance
What do clothes
teach us about
people?

School

Spelling tests

Uniform

Welcome back!
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome back to Term 2, we hope you had
a wonderful Christmas and a happy new
year.
Our next unit of work will be on Europe, the
Renaissance.

Its that time of year when the labels start wearing out of jumpers and uniform (if they haven't
lost it yet) Please could you check that it is labelled clearly as then it is more likely it will be
returned! Putting the class name in the jumpers/cardigans will help to ensure it finds it way
back to our class.

PE

Our key question will be:
What do clothes teach us about
people?

We will be looking clothes from around the
world and comparing them.
This term we will be learning a Renaissance style dance to perform to you at the
end of the term. Please could girls bring in
a princess dress and boys bring in capes
for the last week of term.

The children are also making good progress with
their spellings. Please continue to practise and
learn at home each week as we will be continuing with the tests on a Friday. In preparation for
the phonics screening test we will be sending
home some alien words for the children to practice reading, along with their spellings.
Please help them to put sound buttons on (we call
them beans and sausages) as they will be able to
do this in the test

Home learning
Please
could you check
your child's P:E kit, it is very easy for their
clothes to get mixed up, just let us know if
something of yours is missing and we will do
our best to find it!

Carol Concert
We are so, so proud of the children in KS1 for
their amazing performance in the carol concert.
They worked so very hard! It was lovely to see
so much support from you all, I know the children appreciated it.

Story chest

We would like to say a huge thank you for the effort and amount of homework the children have
brought in this term. We have had some excellent
instruments made so will be updating the homework board to display all the lovely pieces. Please
find attached the new homework tasks for Term 3.
We look forward to seeing your creations.

Contact
At the start of the day send your child straight into
the classroom. Please try to say goodbye at the
school entrance. Should you wish to speak with
us, we will be available every day after school,
this way we can settle into the school day quickly
and promptly.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter
and we look forward to the new term.

We apologise that story chest did not happen
this term. We hope to see you all on Friday at
2:50 after the Christmas break!

Miss Sims and Mrs Sinfield

